WSP 246: Women Leaders: Mastering Organizational Strategy

**Course Objective:**
The objective of this course is to empower women leaders to step into leadership roles and lead effectively. This highly interactive two-day workshop will provide exploration, discussion, and practice in the areas of: finding the meaning that will inspire you in your career, enabling you to reframe obstacles and work toward solutions, building meaningful networks, taking ownership of your accomplishments, and stepping into power.

**Credit/No Credit:**
All participants will complete the first assignment: Negotiation Challenge, Difficult Conversation Challenge, Political Assessment. Class attendance is required for Credit.

**Suggested Readings:**
*How Remarkable Women Lead: The Breakthrough Model for Work and Life* by Joanna Barsh, Susie Cranston, and Geoffrey Lewis

**Workshop Outline:**

**Day 1:**
1. Vision Map: preparation
2. Emotional Intelligence for Women Leaders
3. Teamwork
4. Peer Coaching

**Day 2:**
1. Gender Dynamics and Organizational Strategy
2. Leadership Presence 1
3. Negotiation
4. Difficult Conversations
5. Leadership Presence 2
6. Vision Map: paving your path
7. Mindful Leadership